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Abstract. Liquid metal plasma facing components have been proposed as a

means of solving several problems facing the creation of economically viable fusion

power reactors. Liquid metals face critical issues in three key areas: free-surface

stability, material migration and demonstration of integrated scenarios. To date, few

demonstrations exist of this approach in a diverted tokamak and we here provide

an overview of such work on the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX). The

Liquid Lithium Divertor (LLD) was installed and operated for the 2010 run campaign

using evaporated coatings as the filling method. Despite a nominal liquid level

exceeding the capillary structure and peak current densities into the PFCs exceeding

100 [kA/m2], no macroscopic ejection events were observed and can be understood from

a stability analysis of the Raleight-Taylor instability. Capillary restraint and thermal-

hydraulic considerations lead to a proposed liquid-metal plasma-facing component

scheme of actively-supplied, capillary-restrained systems. Even with state-of-the-art

cooling techniques, design studies indicate that the surface temperature with divertor-

relevant heat fluxes will still reach temperatures above 700C. At this point, one would

expect significant vapor production from a liquid leading to a continuously vapor-

shielded regime. Such high-temperature liquid lithium PFCs may be possible on the

basis of momentum-balance arguments.
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1. Introduction

Fusion energy holds the promise of nearly limitless, carbon-free energy. At present,

however, there are significant unknowns as to whether fusion can ever be harnessed for

commercial energy[1]. The uncertainties associated with the plasma-facing components

(PFCs) and power extraction from these components is particularly acute. There is

little hope of placing fusion energy within the pantheon of viable energy sources if this

basic question cannot be answered: “with what will one build the reactor?”

The present forerunner in reactor studies consists of PFCs composed of a solid

refractory metal such as tungsten or its alloys[1, 2]. As recent reports point out, there

are significant uncertainties as to whether tungsten will, ultimately extrapolate to an

economically viable fusion reactor. Several failure modes exist that will force regular

component replacements due to steady plasma loads and transient events. These have

been highlighted in recent reports from CMOD and TEXTOR examining divertor and

limiter operation when incident heat loads exceed the material limits of the PFC[3].

While these tests were failures under essentially steady loading, transient loading has

long been known to cause melting and splashing of PFC surfaces when certain design

criteria are exceeded. Simulated ELM damage in the QSPA plasma gun demonstrated

tungsten target damage under ITER ELM-like energy loads[4]. Recently, there is

also evidence that a synergistic damage process occurs in PFCs subjected to a steady

background pulses with additional transient loads (i.e. an environment similar to the

divertor of a tokamak)[5]. These studies indicate a very low threshold energy for a given

ELM to avoid damage which places significant demands on ELM-control and mitigation

schemes. Even in the event that current research in ELM physics, control and mitigation

could provide a solution, or in the event that an alternative configuration which, in

principle, avoids all disruptions and transients altogether is utilized (e.g. stellarators),

there are still steady-state processes that lead to permanent modification of the PFC

surface.

The fusion PFCs in diverted machines are often classified as whether they are

divertor PFCs or first-wall PFCs. While the plasma exhaust is focused in the divertor

and faces the highest heat and particle fluxes, the first-wall is not devoid of interactions.

In fact, there is a steady charge-exchange flux from the edge-plasma region impinging the

first-wall PFCs[6]. Simple estimates of the erosion from the first-wall indicate net erosion

rates on the order of several tons per year of tungsten[7]. This analysis already assumes

that the divertor plasma is detached and in such a state that gross erosion is negligible

in that area. Eroded material from the first-wall will be transported throughout the

rest of the device by plasma processes and will eventually re-deposit in other locations.

Studies of present-day machines already indicate net erosion from the first-walls of

tokamak devices[8]. PFCs that continually thin will eventually require replacement —

a prospect that carries negative economic implications for an eventual power reactor.

Liquid metal plasma facing components are a possible solution to the problem of

plasma-reshaping of the PFC. Liquid metals exploit the fact that the natural progression
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of a heated metal is to liquefy and flow. This ability to flow the PFC material itself

allows one to replenish the surface in-situ and maintain an equilibrium PFC geometry

by design. There are, however key issues that remain before a definitive answer on

whether liquid metal PFCs are viable for use in a magnetized fusion energy device.

In this paper we will provide a discussion of three critical areas in liquid-metal PFC

research: liquid metal stability, mass transport and material migration and integrated

scenario development. Recent results in the NSTX with the Liquid Lithium Divertor

(LLD) indicate that the first of these issues can be addressed with suitable technologies

and this analysis is provided below. The strategy for liquid metal stability suggests a

certain concept for a liquid-metal PFC that is presented below: an actively-supplied,

capillary-restrained system. Initial engineering studies of this concept already indicate

the temperature regime that such a PFC will operate in under fusion-relevant heat fluxes

and this has certain implications for future studies in confinement devices.

2. Key issues for liquid metal application to fusion devices

In 2004, DIII-D reported the results of the Li-DIMES experiments which showed

macroscopic ejection of liquid lithium from the sample cup in that machine[9]. This

result seemed to contrast the results from Russian experiments on the Capillary Porous

Systems in the T11-M device that did not exhibit ejection[10]. Further tests in the

CDX-U device with a large, free-surface limiter tray of liquid lithium also indicated

stability[11]. This raised questions as to whether currents arising in the diverted

configuration were destabilizing the liquid metal. The first critical issue for liquid metals

is to develop configurations and technologies tat provide for stability of the free-surface

in the face of steady nd transient forces in the confinement device.

The second issue facing liquid metal PFCs is that of material mass balance. What

is meant by this is that while the ability to replenish lost material at given surfaces

is a key advantage for a liquid metal PFC, it is also a liability if an equal amount of

material is not removed from locations of net deposition within the confinement device.

Among the liquid metals often considered for use as a PFC (Li, Sn, Ga and alloys such

as Sn-Li/citeAbdou2001), liquid lithium is known to have a strong chemical affinity for

hydrogen absorbing as much as 1 mole hydrogen per mole lithium to form LiH[12]. This

affords a unique opportunity to control the hydrogenic inventory of a fusion device in

that gettered material can be processed from the same stream of material supplied as the

PFC surface. If the in-vessel inventory of the liquid lithium can be controlled, then the

in-vessel inventory of tritium will also be controlled. This ability to flow liquid material

in and out of a reactor is an important distinction between gettering materials that one

might consider for use in fusion (i.e. carbon vs. lithium). Once a liquid-metal PFC

can be deployed inside a tokamak, therefore, demonstration of mass-balance within the

machine becomes a key technical demonstration for the concept overall.

The third issue facing liquid metal PFCs is that of finding an integrated scenario.

Recent work on the JET-ILW project has again emphasized the importance of PFC
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material on core performance[13]. ASDEX-Upgrade has been able to find scenarios with

all-metal tungsten walls that exhibit good performance[14] and the question for each of

the liquid metals is whether similar or better core performance can be achieved. At low

temperatures liquid metals sputter and erode similar to solids, but exhibit temperature-

enhanced sputtering at elevated temperature[15]. In addition to physical sputtering,

evaporation can become significant at elevated temperatures. These elevated erosion

rates can aid in power dissipation by providing a source of impurities to aid in radiative

power dissipation — a large fraction of which is required for future reactor schemes[16].

However, core contamination by those radiators must be minimized if fuel dilution (in

the case of lithium) or radiative collapse (in the case of high-Z liquid metals) are to be

avoided.

While all three of these issues are critical to addressing whether any particular liquid

metal will be viable for future fusion devices, there is a particular priority in the first

issue. If one is unable to produce a liquid-metal PFC that can be tested in a confinement

device, then one cannot conduct the studies related to material migration nor integrated

scenarios. Between the second two issues, finding a reactor-relevant scenario with high-

confinement would then take precedence over material migration studies lest one run

the risk of studying migration in a purely academic operating scenario. In this work we

show that it is possible to develop stable liquid-metal PFCs for use in magnetic fusion

devices as the first step to addressing the next issues facing the concept in general.

3. Free-surface stability by capillary-restraint

The Raleigh-Taylor instability provides a classic example of the formation of droplets

from the interface of two fluids[17]. In this instability, a body force is acting upon two

fluids such that the lighter fluid is supporting the heavier of the two. This configuration

is unstable and the fluids tend to re-arrange themselves to the stable configuration where

the heavier fluid is supporting the other. In the case of a liquid-metal PFC, the liquid

metal represents the heavier fluid where vacuum or the plasma (effectively vacuum)

provides the lighter fluid. The body force is supplied by gravity and currents flowing

through the liquid metal interacting with the magnetic fields within the machine.

Currents through the liquid metal can be classified as steady or transient. Among

the transient currents are those produced by disruptions[18] or ELMs[9]. Steady-state

currents can arise from thermo-electric effects in the liquid-metal PFC itself[19], or

scrape-off layer currents such as those driven by temperature differences between divertor

legs[20]. Scrape-off layer current reversals have been observed in a number of machines

and a continuous conductor would be expected to provide closure of the circuit[21].

These currents would flow parallel to the PFC surface in the poloidal plane and will

interact with the toroidal magnetic field producing JxB force normal to the PFC surface.

It is this force that is considered below.

A derivation of the free-surface stability is given in ref.[22]. In brief, the mass and
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momentum continuity equations for an incompressible fluid are given as follows:

∇ · ~u = 0 (1)

ρ

(

∂~u

∂t
+ (~u · ∇)~u

)

= ρ ~X −∇p + ~J × ~B + µf∇2~u (2)

where ~u is the fluid velocity, ρ ~X is a body force due to an acceleration such as gravity,

g, pressure is indicated by p, ~J× ~B is the force arising from currents, ~J , interacting with

an imposed field, ~B, and the final term in eqn. 2 is the dissipation due to viscosity, µf .

In the case of non-zero surface tension, Σ, acting at the fluid interface an additional

term is applied as a boundary condition on the momentum equation[17]:

Σ

(

∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2

)

δzs (3)

where δ is the Dirac delta function and zs is the position of the interface. This term

reflects the additional stress acting on the fluid due to the non-zero curvature and surface

tension.

Normal modes are sought with the following form:

exp(ikxx + ikyy + nt) (4)

where i =
√
−1, k2 = k2

x + k2

y is the wave number of the disturbance with components

in the x and y directions, and n is the growth rate (i.e. positive values of n indicate

an unstable mode). After applying the analysis (see ref. [22] for details) the following

solution for the growth rate of an instability with wave number k for an inviscid fluid

is found:

n2 = k(g − f)

[

ρ2 − ρ1

ρ2 + ρ1

− k2Σ

(g − f)(ρ2 + ρ1)
− B2k2

x

2πµ0(g − f)(ρ2 + ρ1)k

]

(5)

Equation 5 indicates several useful features. The first term indicates that the sum of

accelerations g and f must result in an overall acceleration into the less-dense fluid, ρ1,

for an instability to occur. This is not sufficient, however, as the sum of terms in the

square brackets [· · ·] must also yield a net positive value (i.e. into the less-dense fluid)

for the wave perturbation to be unstable. As we have begun the problem statement

that ρ2 > ρ1, we can see the first term in the brackets is destabilizing due to the

accelerations. The second term corresponds to the stabilizing force due to the surface

tension of the fluid. (It is this term that causes small-diameter straws to retain a small

amount of liquid after stirring a beverage). Finally, the effect of the magnetic field is

similar to that of surface tension in that it provides stability, but only for field-aligned

wave vectors. When one appropriately orients a perturbation at the fluid interface, the

effect of the magnetic field can be nullified, even in the case of a perfectly conducting

fluid. The effect of this stabilization varies with the wave number (i.e. the wavelength)

such that more stability is provided the larger (smaller) the wave-number (wavelength)

of the perturbation.

Equation 5 can be re-arranged after solving for the marginal stability condition

(n = 0). The least stable modes will be those that are aligned orthogonal to the
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applied field and only stabilized by the surface tension. In the case of the LLD, we

consider a ~J × ~B force acting upward while gravity acts downward. We further consider

ρ = ρ2 ≫ ρ1, similar to a free-surface in contact with vacuum or a low-density plasma.

One finds a critical wavenumber, kcr, as follows:

kcr =

√

jB − ρg

Σ
(6)

Alternatively, a critical current density can be obtained as a function of wave length

(k = 2π/λ):

jcr =
1

B

(

4π2

λ2
Σ + ρg

)

(7)

In eqn. 7 one can see the effect of reduced wavelength of the perturbation.

One can make use of geometry to enhance or eliminate the effects of surface tension.

For example, surface texturing of tungsten or other metals can be used to enhance

wicking of liquid metals up large vertical distances[23]. This same effect was exploited

in the NSTX Liquid Lithium Divertor.

A cross-section of the NSTX vessel is shown in fig. 1. The LLD was installed

in the lower vessel at large major radius (0.65–0.85[m] in machine coordinates) where

high-triangularity, high-performance discharges could be run on conventional graphite

PFCs and experiments could be conducted on the LLD surface in a single run campaign.

The LLD consists of four 22[cm]-wide plates each having a toroidal extent of 82.5[◦].

The quadrants are separated toroidally by graphite tiles that contain diagnostics and

other instrumentation. The LLD plates are made of 2.2[cm] thick copper with a

0.25[mm] stainless-steel liner bonded to the surface. This stainless steel provides a

barrier between lithium applied to the surface of the LLD and the copper substrate

which would otherwise be chemically corroded by the lithium[24]. A flame-sprayed,

porous molybdenum layer of approximately 0.15[mm] thickness forms the plasma-facing

surface on top of the stainless steel layer. Figure 2 shows images of the LLD hardware.

The LLD was intentionally installed to be slightly recessed of the adjacent graphite

tiles. This was done to avoid any leading edges on the LLD itself which, by construction,

only consisted of high-Z molybdenum on the front face whereas the side-walls consisted

of a thin nickel plating over the stainless steel and copper bulk. The row of tiles inboard

of the LLD are referred to as the “bull-nose” tiles and extend from the LLD to the

Co-axial Helicity Injection(CHI) gap (62cm). The LLD plate segments cover 330◦of the

divertor floor in total, or 92% of the circumference of the machine.

Porous molybdenum is used for several reasons. The first of which is to

provide a low sputter-yield material to cover the stainless steel layer on the LLD.

Additionally, molybdenum is compatible with liquid lithium over a wide range of

foreseeable temperatures in NSTX whereas previous studies have shown lithium can

corrode stainless steel[25]. Finally, the porous molybdenum facilitates the wetting and

subsequent spreading of liquid lithium over the LLD and also insures that surface tension

forces are large relative to electromagnetic forces to retain the liquid lithium during

plasma operations[26].
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Figure 1. Cross-section of the NSTX vessel indicating location of the LLD installation

in the lower vessel and LITER evaporation cones.

Figure 2. In-vessel hardware details of the Liquid Lithium Divertor experiments.

Panel (A) shows the in-vessel installation of the LLD plates at the bottom of the

vessel. Panel (B) shows the LLD construction consisting of 2.2[cm] copper substrate

with bonded surface layers. Panel (C) is a cross-sectional micrograph of the flame-

sprayed, porous layer of molybdenum on top of the stainless-steel chemical barrier.
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Figure 3. Quiescent and transient currents measured with the HDLP during a typical

LLD run day. Each point represents an individual discharge where the mean current

during the discharge is shown by the black triangles and the maximum value is shown

by the red squares.

The lithium capacity of the porous LLD surface was estimated to be 37g via

image analysis of cross-sectional micrographs of the flame-sprayed material. The 2010

experiments were performed with the LLD filled with increasing amounts of deposited

lithium, from a few percent at the beginning of the run campaign to an estimated

160% of fill on the last day of the run (60g). Each of the four LLD segments included

embedded electrical heaters and thermocouples for monitoring heating. Analysis of the

temperature rise during discharges indicates as much as 1[MW] of heating power was

applied during discharges diverted directoy on the LLD[22]. As previously mentioned,

the LLD was filled with lithium via the LITER evaporator system. Estimates place the

filling efficiency of the LLD at about 7% of the total evaporated lithium[27]. By the

end of the run campaign, therefore, approximately 860[g] of lithium had been deposited

into the machine, 60[g] of which was located on the LLD plates themselves. Typical

operation in NSTX makes use of between 100 and 700mg of lithium evaporated into the

vessel over a 10-minute interval for about 90% of the discharges in a run campaign.

A new set of Langmuir probes in the High-Density Langmuir Probe array (HDLP)

were also implemented in the 2010 campaign and are located in one of the intersegment

graphite diagnostic tiles. This probe array consists of 99 individual Langmuir probe tips

arranged in a 3x33 pattern extending in radius from 62-72cm in machine coordinates.

Only a subset of the 99 probes are instrumented at any one time, but it is sufficient

for the probes provide information on particle fluxes, plasma density and temperature

of the plasma in their local vicinity. More information on the HDLP can be found in

the literature[28, 29, 30]. The surface temperature of the LLD was monitored with

the use of dual-band infrared thermography[31]. By using multiple infrared bands

this system is capable of accounting for changes in emissivity of grey-body emitters

and provide a more accurate surface temperature than a single-band system. Other

diagnostics utilized include the typical suite of tools available on NSTX such as magnetic

sensors (and associated EFIT reconstructions), divertor filter scopes and spectroscopy,

and core measurements such as multi-point Thomson scattering and charge-exchange

recombination spectroscopy.
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The first notable results from operation with the LLD is that no molybdenum influx

was observed during most discharges. As reported in ref. [32], early in the run, when

evaporations had been performed on the LLD while cold, molybdenum emission from

the divertor was observed during MHD events. After reaching temperatures above the

lithium melting point (181[C]), no such molybdenum emission was again observed. This

repeats the results reported with the CPS devices which also indicated protection of the

substrate material with liquid lithium PFCs[33].

The next notable result is that no macroscopic amounts of lithium were ejected

from the LLD during the run campaign. Figure 3 shows a set of measurements of the

current entering grounded PFCs during a typical run day as obtained with the HDLP.

A typical quiescent current in the SOL of NSTX is at a level of 10[kA/m2]. Transient

currents due to disruptions and ELMs can create currents entering the PFC an order of

magnitude above the quiescent level. In the worst-case scenario, 100% of these currents

will close across flux-surfaces through the PFC surface itself. This situation will result

in the largest possible forces tending to destabilize the liquid.

Before the operating space of the LLD can be placed on a stability diagram, the

expected wavelengths on the surface must be estimated. Scanning electron microscopy

has been used on the porous, flame-sprayed molybdenum layer to generate an estimated

pore size of ≈ 20[µm]. An additional limit would be expected due to the depth of the

fluid[26]. A conservative estimate on a droplet size limited by the fluid depth would place

an upper-bound at about 100[µm]. In the case of linear stability, then, the expected

droplet sizes can be placed between 20 < rdroplet < 100[µm].

Figure 4 shows the marginal stability curve as a function of droplet radius for a

number of magnetic fields. Also shown in the figure is the approximate operating space

of the NSTX LLD as defined by the typical PFC currents measured during discharges

and the estimated range of possible droplet radii. As can be seen, the NSTX LLD is

predicted to be completely stable against Raleigh-Taylor instabilities that might tend

to eject droplets into the plasma. This is consistent with the lack of any observed

ejection events. In the same figure, we make a comparison with results from the DIII-D

Li-DIMES experiment which exhibited ejection of the lithium from a 25mm diameter,

1mm thick lithium sample at much lower injected current densities[9]. From the stability

diagram, one can see that the Li-DIMES experiment is only marginally stable. The

strategy of reducing pore size to stabilize a liquid metal was also implemented with the

liquid lithium Capillary Porous System developed by Red Star[33]. In experiments in

T11-M, it was found that by reducing the pore size of the mesh used in the CPS, droplet

ejection could be eliminated. This usage of a porous substrate for stabilization of the

free-surface liquid metal has now been demonstrated in a diverted tokamak.

In addition to the marginal stability analysis for liquid lithium, the same relations

derived above should apply to other liquid metals of interest to the fusion community. In

fig. 4 is also shown the marginal stability curves for liquid tin under 2 or 5[T] fields. This

analysis indicates that similar porous structures as developed for liquid lithium systems

should be applicable to liquid tin, provided certain conditions are met. These include
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Figure 4. Stability diagram for a liquid metal under electromagnetic body forces

(with gravity and surface tension stabilizing). NSTX LLD operating space indicated

(BT = 0.5[T]). Comparison with Li-DIMES experimental space also shown (BT =

2[T])[9]. No ejection events from the LLD were observed during the run campaign.

Also shown in the figure are marginal stability curves for liquid tin.

chemical compatibility between the liquid metal and the porous material and sufficient

wetting of the substrate by the liquid metal. This latter condition is particularly

important as capillary pressure, pc ∼ (Σ cos θ)/rpore, is directly proportional to the

contact angle, θ, between the liquid and the substrate. For contact angles approaching

or exceed θ = π/2, then, surface tension will have negligible effect in maintaining the

adhesion of the liquid metal to the substrate. Provided such criteria are met, then the

same techniques can be applied to stabilizing other liquid metals in a magnetic fusion

device.

Other notable results from the LLD experiments can be found in ref. [22].

4. Design concept for a liquid metal PFC

Given the results above, certain design directions are suggested and here examined.

First, it is seen that capillary forces can provide a powerful means of stabilizing a

liquid metal against a number of forces. If a concept is to also extract power from the

fusion plasma, this also suggests a certain set of criteria based on thermal transport

considerations. The simplest estimate for temperature rise, ∆T , through a material

conducting heat is given as:

∆T ∼ qL

k
(8)

where q is the incident heat flux, L is the thickness of the material and k is the thermal

conductivity of that material. For a given heat flux, then, the surface temperature can

be reduced at the expense of material thickness. Both of these effects, capillary restraint

and temperature rise, favor thinner materials and suggest an approach shown in fig. 5

we refer to as “Actively-supplied, capillary-restrained systems” (ASCRS).
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the actively-supplied, capillary-restrained systems.

The basic concept features close-coupling of active coolant (here a T-tube scheme is

shown), liquid metal reservoir (here liquid lithium), and a textured or porous front-face.

The basics of the concept are described here. Plasma is incident on the front face

of the PFC providing heat to the surface as well as an erosion of the surface. Liquid

metal is imbibed into the porous structure[34] and wets the surface to maintain a layer

of liquid metal on top of the solid, textured substrate. Feed ports connect the front-face

to a set of reservoirs for the liquid metal that are supplied from outside of the machine

as well as provide a means of flowing material out. Closely coupled to the front-face

of the structure are cooling pipes with some particular geometry that optimizes the

efficacy of the coolant. In this particular example, we show calculations using a variant

of the ARIES-CS T-tube scheme[35]. Other coolant schemes could be examined, but we

consider this one as representative of the state-of-the-art in gaseous cooling technologies

applicable to fusion PFCs.

In the particular case of liquid lithium, a number of attractive features arise from

such a concept. First, liquid lithium is chemically compatible with steels over a broad

temperature range[25] whereas in the case of tin or gallium, only refractory metals are

available for use (tin and gallium both corrode iron alloys at elevated temperatures)[36].

Provided temperature and stresses in the structure are compatible with the steel alloy

used (see below), then this would eliminate the need to use tungsten in the PFC

altogether. In this scheme, then, the liquid layer acts as a sacrificial material that can

be eroded and replenished at will enabling thinner structures behind the front-surface.

This thinning of the designe does not negatively impact the life-time of the component

as net reshaping of the PFC is completely eliminated (this feature would apply to the

other liquid metals as well).

We have optimized the T-tube geometry for this particular application by taking

advantage of the fact that the stress, σpipe, in the walls of a pressurized cylinder is given
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as follows:

σpipe = P
Rpipe

twall
(9)

where Rpipe is the pipe radius, P is the internal pressure and twall is the thickness of

the pipe wall. Temperature across the wall of the pipe, by the relation given above,

is therefore proportional to twall which can be reduced at constant stress provided

the radius of the pipe is also reduced by the same proportion. While in principle

this reduction can be made to arbitrarily small pipe diameters, one must consider

manufacturability of the structure as well.

An analysis of the thermal performance of such a system using the ANSYS-CFX

commercial code is shown in fig. 6. In this case, because the lithium is expected

to be slowly flowing, it is possible to simulate the thermal transport throughout the

lithium and steel as dominated by conduction and neglect convection through the

metals[19]. In order to model the coolant, the original publication parameters in ref. [35]

were replicated in the original T-tube geometry to determine the correct turbulence

model. Once the simulations matched published data, the geometry and coolant type

were modified in order to optimize for the liquid-metal application. In this case, we

apply supercritical carbon-dioxide (CO2) as the coolant due to a number of inherent

advantages[37]. It is, of course, still possible to apply helium cooling as is typically done

in fusion design studies. Details of the simulations supporting these design studies can

be found in ref. [38]. We find in the 2D simulations that using 180C inlet temperatures

and a scaled geometry that maintains pipe-wall stresses below the yield strength of ODS-

RAFM steels[39], that surface temperatures reach above 720C. This will have significant

implications on the operation of such a PFC in a tokamak divertor.

Previous studies of liquid lithium PFCs have focused on particle control aspects

of the liquid lithium and the possibility of having strong retention leading to lowered

recycling. Thermal desorption studies indicate that retention of hydrogen ceases above

about 400C[12]. In addition, temperature-enhanced sputtering increases the yield from

the surface but modeling of this effect suggests a saturation may be reached above

400C[15]. The largest effect will be an increase in the evaporative flux from the surface

characterized in earlier studies[40]. The result for a liquid lithium divertor target would

be to enter a regime that is high-recycling (similar to existing divertor targets) but one

with a signficant impurity fraction due to the ablating (i.e. sputtering and evaporating)

lithium surface. We will refer to this regime as a continuously vapor-shielded target.

Knowing, then, that with fusion-divertor relevant heat fluxes, a vapor-shielded

target can be expected, one must begin asking basic questions as to whether such a

regime will be compatible with good core confinement. Previous studies have already

indicated that vapor-shielding can effectively limit incident heat-fluxes during simulated

ELM impacts[41], but this was an inherently transient study. Also, operation of the FTU

tokamak has been successfully conducted above 550C[42], but this was with a liquid

lithium limiter, not in a diverted configuration. One simple estimate is to consider

momentum balance in a scrape-off layer flux tube.
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Figure 6. Thermal analysis of a modified T-tube system composed of steel and lithium

with supercritical-CO2 coolant. Heat flux is incident on the top of the simulation

domain at a constant 10[MW/m2].

The simplest estimate for momentum balance can be derived from the two-point

model[43] which indicates that the upstream plasma pressure, pu, equals the total

pressure at the target given as:

pu = pt(1 + M2) + pn (10)

where pt is plasma pressure at the target, M is the dynamic flow pressure (typically taken

as M = 1) and pn is the neutral pressure contribution. In the case of the vapor-shielded

target, this neutral pressure term could be considered to be dominated by the lithium

vapor-pressure. One can see that in satisfying momentum balance that by increasing

the lithium vapor-pressure one must decrease the plasma pressure on target to satisfy

eq. 10. This has the benefit of reducing the heat-load transmitted to the target from

the plasma as the plasma heat flux, qplasma
t , is given as follows[43]:

qplasma
t = γnsecsTe = γcspt (11)

where γ is the sheath heat transmission coefficient, nse is the density at the sheath edge,

cs is the sound speed and Te is the temperature at the sheath edge. Reduction of the

target plasma pressure therefore reduces the heat flux to the target due to the plasma.

Typical target plasma pressures were measured in the NSTX LLD experiments and

are shown in fig. 7. Plasma pressure at the target was measured with the Langmuir

probes for a range of powers crossing the last-closed flux surface, PSOL, given as:

PSOL = PNBI + PΩ − PRAD − dW

dt
(12)
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Figure 7. Comparison of typical plasma pressures in the NSTX divertor, predicted

plasma pressure for the NSTX-U divertor and lithium vapor pressure over a range of

surface temperatures.

where PNBI is the neutral beam heating power, PΩ is the ohmic heating power, PRAD is

the radiative power loss and dW
dt

is the time-derivative of the stored energy in the plasma.

We find that plasma pressures at the divertor target in the vicinity of the strike-point,

pt, averages about 100[Pa]. Comparison with the lithium vapor pressure for a range of

temperatures[44] indicates that a surface temperatures near 750C provide this pressure.

This already indicates that at least the first criteria for momentum balance would not

be violated for the temperatures calculated in fig. 6 with the plasma pressures obtained

in the divertor of the NSTX. Projecting ahead to the NSTX-U[45], we can estimate the

upstream pressure in this machine using a relation found in ref. [43] as follows:

PSOL = 4π2R0aκ1/2
χ⊥

λT
pu (13)

where R0, a and κ are the major radius, minor radius and elongation of the plasma

respectively. χ⊥ is the cross-field energy transport (here taken to be 2[m2/s]), and λT

is the temperature gradient scale length in the SOL (estimated from heat-flux scaling

length[46]). This scaling is also shown in fig. 7 and indicates that a broad range of

upstream pressures will be available when the upgrade comes online. At that time,

integrated scenarios using such high-temperature, liquid lithium PFCs will be sought as

well as assessments of the material migration throughout the machine.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Plasma-facing components constructed of solid materials are presently the front-runner

technology being considered for future devices. These components are, however, subject

to net reshaping by plasma erosion, transport and redeposition. They are additionally

vulnerable to transient loads that could cause melting and flow into new, undesired

geometries. Liquid metal plasma-facing components provide an alternative approach

which embraces the natural tendency of metals to melt and flow under intense heat

loads. This technology has not been sufficiently developed, however, to definitively
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assess whether these materials will provide an acceptable material for a fusion reactor.

Three key areas of research are indicated: establishing stable operation of the liquid-

metal PFC within a fusion device, demonstrating control of the liquid metal inventory

(and any absorbed materials such as tritium), and finally demonstrating an integrated

scenario with good core confinement. The NSTX LLD experiments did not result in

any ejection events into the plasma and this stability can be understood within the

framework of the Raleigh-Taylor instability.

Capillary-restraint and thermohydraulic considerations suggest one approach for

liquid-metal plasma-facing components with the scheme of “actively-supplied, capillary-

restrained systems” or ASCRS. In the special case of a liquid lithium ASCRS, such a

system would eliminate the need to use tungsten altogether. Initial assessments of the

surface temperature of the ASCRS with divertor-relevant heat fluxes indicates the liquid

lithium will generate a “continuously vapor-shielded target”. An assessment of target

plasma pressures in the divertor of NSTX indicate high-temperature lithium surfaces

would not violate basic considerations of momentum balance and the NSTX-U will be

used to further assess these high-temperature, liquid lithium plasma-facing components

to address the remaining critical issues listed above.
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